A Guide to Hybrid Teaching
Hybrid teaching represents a multi-modal delivery solution, in which students are provided with the flexibility to decide on their preferred mode of
participation. Students will be able to choose their own unique hybrid experience with no learning deficit that meets their particular needs.

PRINCIPLES

Learner Choice

Equivalency

Reusability

Accessibility

Provide meaningful alternative participation

Provide learning activities in all participation

Utilise artefacts from learning activities in each

Equip students with technology skills and

modes from which to choose

modes that lead to equivalent learning outcomes

participation mode as resources for all students

equitable access to all participation modes
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Hybrid Teaching
Scenario

Recorded group presentations
with small group online
discussion

Zoom session using
breakout rooms
with a collaborative
technology to
monitor group work

online
synchronous

Pre-recorded videos with
in-built quizzes together
with student contributions
to discussion forums

online
asynchronous

Zoom lectures with Zoom

Pre-recorded lectures

Poll quizzes

uploaded to LumiNUS to

Synchronous combination of

allow for in-built quizzes

face-to-face and online

Weekly quiz to check for

students working in groups

student readiness

using Zoom breakout

Livestreamed Zoom session

sessions to discuss case

with Poll Everywhere

studies based on lecture

quizzes to resolve

material (recording provided

misconceptions

for review purposes and for

Small-group face-to-face

Pre-reading with small
group in-class discussions

teaching for students who
want an on-campus
experience, and small group
Zoom session using
breakout rooms and Google

Lectures livestreamed to
NUS Mediaweb with Poll
Everywhere activities

students who are not able to
engage synchronously)
Group project to develop a
case study which is then
presented on LumiNUS
Forums

Docs for students who want
or only have access to an
online experience
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Hybrid Teaching
Scenario

face-to-face

Face-to-face teaching in room
with flexible furniture that
allows social distancing

Centre for Development of Teaching and Learning, National University of Singapore

Peer feedback on group
project also provided on
LumiNUS Forums

